AN INTRODUCTION...

QUALITY

‘Quality is, of course, of no less importance to us
than design, and we have never aimed to produce
the cheapest furniture, but to try to make the best
at the most reasonable price. There are always
ways of reducing costs, but for our own
productions we have set ourselves a standard of
quality which may not appear cheap at first sight,
but which is certainly cheapest in the long run. One
lives with one's furniture, and living with quality
does seem to contribute to a most desirable and
pleasant way of life.’

H O WA R D K E I T H

A TRADITION OF QUALITY & DESIGN...

1933

Howard Keith, founder of HK Furniture in 1933,
specialising in high quality upholstered products

Genuine if labelled HK

ORIGINALITY

1955

1965

1967

1970

1973

Oracle stools

Cleopatra

Lincoln

Diplomat, designed in 1970 by John Home,
probably HK’s most successful product

Cloud

Photo courtesy
of David Churchill

1984

Ambassador, awarded
the Craft Guild Mark

1987

The Bank of England...

...still being used today

The London Stock Exchange

1988

BBC South East
TV news desk

2006

Workwalls for Milbank
Tweed, designed by
KKS Strategy

VERSATILITY

2007

Open plan for Milbank
Tweed, designed by
KKS Strategy

Freestanding casegood
style workwalls
designed by Gensler

Omega, designed for HK
by Wills Watson Associates.
Awarded the Guild Mark (2008)

2008

2010

2015

Bespoke desk for the Chairman
of Centrica

34 seater table for Unipec UK

Workwalls for Three Crowns

2017

Meeting table for
Auriemma London
and New York

2018

Co working table for
Deloitte new London HQ,

2019

Boardroom table for
Ocean Network Express

CEO’s office for
Ocean Network Express

Executive sit stand office
for Houlihan Lokey

low level workwalls for
Dodge & Cox

2021

Spaces collection launched

Space 4 Four

Space 2 Occupy

Space 2 Sit

Space 2 Create

CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
Send us a sketch and we will do the rest

GREEN SPACES

The Coronavirus pandemic has thrown our need for nature sharply into focus,
bringing a stronger need to work together to overcome the climate crisis.
With this in mind The National Trust has a target to plant 20 million trees over
the next 10 years.
When a tree is planted, this contributes to reducing emissions; each tree could remove one tonne of carbon from our air
over 40 years. These new trees will also open up new habitats for wildlife such as the red squirrel, the hazel dormouse,
the greater spotted woodpecker and other birds like the song thrush and the red kite.
We want to help and will have pleasure in donating to The National Trust’s ‘Plant a Tree’ fund every time we receive an
order for any product from within the HK Collection.
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